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Fox: Toward an Understanding of Operations Research Concepts

Although today's accountant finds himself increasingly
involved with OR, very often the books and articles on
the subject are unintelligible to a nonmathematician.
Here is a reading list demanding no mathematics—

TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF

OPERATIONS RESEARCH CONCEPTS
by Harold W. Fox
DePaul University

proliferation of quantitative
agement have to be familiar with
methods in print and practice
these modern approaches to prob
faces consultants with an ever lem solving.
growing challenge. Operations re
Operations research is interdisci
search has been hailed for showing
plinary. OR men draw on biologi

cal principles, information theory,
the way to dramatic productivity
increases or cost savings in virtually
physics, or whatever analogies ad
all areas of defense and business
vance a solution to the problem at
activities, especially production and
hand. The rapid tempo of new dis
coveries in the sciences amplifies
physical distribution. As operating
the power of OR, and the emer
executives hear about linear pro
gence of new business problems
graming, queueing theory, nonab
that seem insoluble by conven
sorbing Markov chains, and other
tional methods assures the need
techniques of operations research
(OR), they naturally look to their
for it.
staff people and external advisers
Operations researchers depend
for a “quick rundown” on or even
on accounting for cost data, one
a demonstration of this mysterious
of their important inputs, which
they reformulate to fit their tech
art.
niques and purposes. Increasingly,
OR tools are designed to discover
the
resourcefulness of accountants
procedures that minimize inputs or
and
OR specialists, the ingenuity
maximize outputs, a function that
of programers, and the prodigious
is outside the province of routine
capacity of computers provide ac
accountancy. Rut there are many
counting information and mathe
compelling reasons why account
matical processing that make the
ants and other members of man
he
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complex and comprehensive ap
proach of operations research work
able.

Different from accounting
Persons whose work is anchored
to the equality of debits and credits
might regard OR thinking about
requirements and restrictions as
heresy. Requirements and restric
tions are stated as ranges, limited
on one side and open on the other.
Instead of an equation, an OR
formula is often an inequality. It
may require revenues of at least,
and restrict costs to no more than,
some particular amount.
Again, operations researchers
might translate accounting data
into opportunity costs, the loss due
to foregoing the best of various
possible choices of action. Whereas
accountants use point estimates,
OR men often employ probability.
The single amount that is an ac23
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count
is replaced
countant
’s No.
own4,business
repertoire.
each multiplied by the likelihood
Operations researchers can be
of its occurrence. The probability
expected to welcome an account
values may reflect theory, experi
ant’s active participation in their
ence, or executive judgment. Spe
projects because teamwork is a
cial studies develop nonaccounting
major tenet of OR philosophy. A
statistics. Random numbers are
conceptual understanding of their
used for projecting operational sys
work propels the accountant into a
tems whose structure has been re
creative role. He is in a position
duced to a model.
to suggest valuable data sources
Sometimes a lack of accurate
and interpretations that are un
data can be overcome. A mathema
known to nonaccountants.
tician depicts the major influences
on profit (or some other objective)
Complementary to accounting
by means of symbols and their re
lationships. The results may be
accountant with a grasp
usable over a designated range of
OR can be valuable to his em
operations, even though actual cost
ployer or client. He can press for
and revenue information is absent.
the adoption of OR where it may
An accountant with a grasp
An OR project does not halt at
be useful, and he can discourage
the border of a cost (or profit or
of OR can be valuable to his
its misapplication. Since OR, like
investment) center. It tries to en
accounting, employs quantitative
employer or client. He can
compass all significant interconnec
methods, it has some inherent limi
tions; ideally it stops when the cost
tations
similar to those of account
press for the adoption of OR
of additional effort is not commen
ing. Its domain is confined mainly
surate with the expected value of
where it may be useful,
to tangible, measurable factors.
additional information. After a
Like computers, OR has sometimes
and he can discourage its
study, sensitivity analysis of the re
been oversold. Its capacity is often
sults measures the importance of
under-utilized. There is no sense
misapplication. Since OR,
various elements in the solution.
in appropriating huge amounts
OR solutions often indicate the
money and executive time if the
like accounting, employs
maximum profit or minimum cost,
climate is not right for use of the
quantitative methods, it has
but they also may be couched in
findings.
terms of utility, the degree to
Even where OR techniques are
some inherent limitations
which an objective is achieved.
workable, the dynamics of business
Although more examples could
may make the results unreliable.
similar to those of
be given, it is evident that OR pur
An accountant who is able to fore
accounting. Its domain is
poses and practices differ from
see radical changes in applicable
those of accountancy. This does not
equipment and other resources,
confined mainly to tangible,
eliminate the possibility that a
product lines, business objectives,
study of operations research might
public attitudes, laws, or competi
measurable factors.
uncover some techniques that could
tive strategies can forestall an ex
become useful additions to the acpensive study that will soon be
obsolete. Often, especially when
the OR team consists of scientists
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ence, an accountant can check the
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validity of the research and the
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Form versus content
As a by-product of delving into
operations research, a layman will
gain rewarding insights into struc
tural similarities among seemingly
Management Services
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disparate problems. It may be ob
a matrix, I am completely lost.”
Fox: Toward an Understanding of Operations Research Concepts
vious that inventory control resem
Yet some comprehensive, read
bles cash budgeting, but . . . servic
able sources do exist. The busy
ing of machines? . . . room reser
executive needs a guide to lead him
vations in a hotel? . . . training of
from a level where he can start
airline stewardesses? Operations re
comfortably to the point where his
searchers classify a project accord
quest for understanding is satisfied.
ing to its form, not its content. The
To fill this need, this article pre
emphasis is on structural analysis.
sents a reading plan, ascending
In the cases cited the common
from surveys of basic concepts to
structural form is cost behavior.
applications of simplified tech
What are the effects of increases in
niques. None of the following
the volume of inventory or the size
books requires prior knowledge of
of a checking-account balance or
matrix algebra, calculus, or sta
the number of overhauled ma
tistics.
chines, available rooms, or qualified
trainees? Such increases in “con
Basic concepts
tents” increase various types of car
person who seeks to under
rying costs, including opportunity
stand the rationale of operations
costs. But they also reduce costs,
research might well start with a
because of fewer shortages, less
concise explanation, entirely nar
need for special preparation,
The systems approach . . .
rative in form, written by Russell
greater stability, and economies of
L. Ackoff and Patrick Rivett, two
scale. Hence, problems with these
runs counter to the research
pioneers in the field. Called A
formal characteristics, regardless of
Managers Guide to Operations Re
operating area or contents, can be
and managerial tradition of
search,
this
short
Wiley
book
de
solved with an inventory model.
isolating some aspect of a
livers exactly what it promises. It
Beyond a new way of looking
identifies
OR
’
s
three
essential
char
at processes, a nonmathematician
problem for intensive study.
acteristics as (1) systems orienta
studying OR finds a new way of
tion, (2) interdisciplinary teams,
Rather, the operations
looking at himself and his clients.
and (3) scientific method.
When the going gets a little rough
researcher encompasses all
The systems approach, these au
and the temptation is strong to
thors point out, runs counter to
rationalize that the subject is not
significant internal and
the research and managerial tra
important anyway, he experiences
dition of isolating some aspect of
the same feelings that some oper
external relationships as an
a problem for intensive study.
ating executives have toward ac
entity.
Rather, the operations researcher
counting reports or flow charts.
encompasses all significant internal
With persistence, he may discover
and external relationships
an
ways to make strange material
entity. He represents this entity’s
more palatable to himself—and to
content, structure, communications,
others.
and control in a mathematical or
analogical model that describes its
A painless exploration
performance.
Organized men, machines, ma
To a nonmathematician a seri
terials, and money constitute the
ous effort to achieve a conceptual
contents of a system. Structure is
understanding of operations re
the
organization or interrelation
search can be a frustrating exer
ships of all activities that con
cise. In the words of one executive
tribute in an important way to
(an expert on computers, by the
the entity’s objectives. Communi
way): “I am sick and tired of OR
cation refers to the flow of infor
texts for the reader without mathe
mation, an area where the work
matical background. They insult
of operations researchers often over
my intelligence by beginning with
laps that of systems and procedures
an explanation of grade school
or organization and methods ana
arithmetic. And six pages later,
lysts. Control has the familiar
amidst differential equations, beta
meaning of signaling and correctdensity functions, or the adjoint of
July-August, 1970
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ing material deviations from a
in many industries. The first cate
Management Services: A Magazine
7 [1970], No. 4, Art. 4
norm.of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
gory on their list is the inventory
Although construction and ma
model. The earlier example of con
nipulation of models are central to
verting budgeting, repair, bookings,
OR, this work is not necessarily
or training problems to inventory
dominated
by
mathematicians.
The
form was based in part on this

authors nominate a physical scien
book.
tist and an engineer as the first two
There is no direct correspon
members of an ideal OR team.
dence among business operations,
Interestingly, a cost analyst ranks
structural forms, and mathematical
last, No. 7, and no other area of
techniques. The underlying pattern
business administration is repre
of a business activity determines
sented.
typical project should
the choice of the operations re
engage the primary attention of
search form or forms. The latter
three scientists with diverse back
will enlist a number of mathemati
cal techniques, like linear program
grounds, employing insights from
ing, for example. Neither the cate
as many different disciplines as
gories nor their terminologies are
possible.
uniform, but most introductory clas
sifications
are similar. Of the eight
Every OR model has the same
Models
forms that these authors identify,
seven are also included in the next
format: Performance
Such a composition of OR per
book to be discussed.
sonnel favors the use of the scien
depends on important
tific method. Full-scale or labora
tory experiments are not feasible,
uncontrolled and controlled
Decisions, decisions
but symbolic ones are. Modeling
variables. First, all important
A person who does not mind a
is, of course, basic in operations
few
illustrative OR techniques will
research.
relationships are represented
probably
enjoy The Executive
Every OR model has the same
Strategist by Robert C. Weisselberg
format: Performance depends on
by equations . . . Second,
and Joseph G. Crowley. Subtitled
important uncontrolled and con
the equations are solved by
“An Armchair Guide to Scientific
trolled variables. First, all impor
Decision-Making,” this McGrawtant relationships are represented
seeking those values of
Hill book expands with a light
by equations (sometimes by in
touch on various OR topics. Its
equalities,
as
noted).
Second,
the
controllable variables that
presentation also is mainly narra
equations are solved by seeking
are best (or optimum)
tive. Incidental symbols and equa
those values of controllable vari
tions are defined in clear English.
ables that are best (or optimum)
according to the performance
By outlining the structural forms,
according to the performance cri
this
book helps the reader to com
criterion.
terion. The solution quantifies the
pare and apply them.
dependence of the controllable on
The authors distinguish among
the uncontrollable variables. It in
four types of environmental condi
dicates the optimal actions under
tions in decision making. In the
a reasonable variety of conditions.
first case, certainty, the uncontrol
Third, repetitive trials of the
lable variables are known. Most
equations, with the uncontrollable
accounting problems are of this
values altered randomly, is the OR
type, e.g., a choice among existing
way of conducting experiments.
facilities. If the uncontrollables are
This is called simulation. The final
not known, but each of several
step is to translate the solution into
values that they might assume has
clear operating instructions.
a reasonably trustworthy likelihood,
The Ackoff-Rivett book performs
the condition is one of risk. Se
a useful service to the layman by
lections of new equipment with
classifying all OR formulations into
known performance histories come
eight categories. The authors de
to mind.
scribe the principal characteristics
The third type, conflict, postu
of each and illustrate how it has
lates an active antagonistic envir
been applied to diverse operations
onment. An example is the possible
26
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reaction of a labor union to auto
curved into straight lines, finding
Fox: Toward
of Operations
Research
economic ordering
quantities,
usingConcepts
mation. Finally, Uncertainty
is thean Understanding
calculus, and applying Markov
state where neither experience nor
chains. In a self-study program,
judgment gives usable clues to as
Mathematics in Management would
sess the uncontrollable. The date
provide an easy transition from
of a new equipment’s technological
general surveys to formal texts.
or market obsolescence might fit
this category.
Attempts to solve these types of
Formal texts
problems optimally raise both phil
osophical and mathematical issues.
Of some three dozen formal texts
The thinking and the methods to
screened, two are noted here.
deal with these issues are demon
Either can serve as a springboard
strated by easily understandable
to specialized treatments of busi
examples.
reader of this book
ness functions or mathematical
The authors distinguish
receives an introduction to the
methods. There are various ORframework and the best known
among four types of
centered books on production, mar
quantitative techniques of OR. A
keting, and so forth. And, of course,
environmental conditions in
person who wants to develop a
each method is treated in depth in
deeper understanding has to work
numerous mathematics texts.
decision making. In the first
out some problem examples.
The clearest presentation among
case, certainty, the
the texts surveyed is provided by
Richard I. Levin and C. A. Kirk
Quantitative methods
uncontrollable variables
patrick in Quantitative Approaches
to Management. Simple words ex
A survey of mathematical meth
are known. Most
plain every table, graph, and form
ods for a businessman who barely
accounting problems are of
ula. Diagrams illustrate new con
remembers high school algebra is
cepts introduced in this McGrawavailable in the delightful Pelican
this type, e.g., a choice
Hill text. As a result, a reader vir
paperback, Mathematics in Man
tually glides into vectors, determi
agement by Albert Battersby. Sev
among existing facilities. If
nants, and matrices and applies
eral features make it particularly
the uncontrollables are not
them with unexpected ease.
suitable for serious but busy execu
First, familiar material on break
tives.
known, but each of several
even analysis is clothed in high
This book stimulates the reader’s
school algebra. Simple examples
involvement through brief exercises
values that they might
part of its step-by-step explana
help acquaint the reader with the
assume has a reasonably
authors’ style and notation. There
tion. But, unlike programed texts,
it has a smooth-flowing presenta
follows an introduction to prob
trustworthy likelihood, the
ability theory, including decision
tion, and a person who seeks
merely an intuitive grasp can pass
trees and Bayes’ theorem. One use
condition is one of risk.
up the questions. Solutions appear
of these methods is to estimate the
Selections of new equipment
at the end of each chapter.
likelihoods of various possible con
Helpful diagrams abound. These
sequences of a decision and to re
with known performance
show procedures, translate equa
vise these likelihoods with the ad
tions into graphs, or highlight the
vent of new information. This ap
histories come to mind.
important aspects of a problem.
proach is extended to several types
Another valuable feature is em
of inventory problems.
phasis on the meaning rather than
Linear programing, a technique
the mechanics of the procedures.
for optimum allocation of scarce
After an introductory chapter,
resources when input-output rela
Mr. Battersby explains network
tionships are known and can be
analysis (PERT), graphing, alge
approximated by straight lines
braic and graphical techniques of
(planes or hyper-planes), is treated
graphically and algebraically. In
linear programing, the transporta
contrast, queueing problems (wait
tion method, simulation, computers
ing lines)—with arrival and service
(in a discussion too elementary for
times
not certain—enlist statistical
most readers of this magazine),
methods. The authors explain the
and miscellaneous topics. The last
use of simulation when applied to
include brief glimpses of changing
27
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solution of a queueing problem.
Adjustment to the exposition is
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
andenough
Controls, Vol.
7 [1970], No.
Another
section
explains
worthwhile.
By4, Art.
the 4time a reader
confronts on page 371 the state
about matrix algebra to note its
ment that “marketing problems are
role in linear programing and to
use it in game theory and Markov
prone to serious temporal subop
analysis. Game theory applies under
timization,” the book has already
conditions of conflict. Although
alerted him to the inconsistency
conceptually simple and interest
between emphasis on immediate
ing, game theory is rarely service
profit and highest income in the
able in practical situations, because
long run.
of their complexity. Markov analy
is often applied to stable proc
Beyond initial orientation
esses, such as movements among
different areas.
Most of the works cited contain
Both of the last-mentioned books
bibliographies and footnotes that
can be recommended for their clear
can guide a reader to advanced
Following an OR approach,
exposition of selected quantitative
treatments. Depending on his inter
methods. But they cannot satisfy
ests, he can pursue the subject
the author constructed a
the person who wants an overview
through various specialized publi
of all those aspects of operations
cations. Discussions with OR prac
“decision matrix" to help
research that can be absorbed with
titioners may prove stimulating
out mathematical training. The text
him in his choice of a new
and instructive. But he will assimi
for him is Executive Decisions and
late the new material best by ap
textbook. Surprisingly, a
Operations Research (Second Edi
plying it.
tion), by David W. Miller and
The following example, though
different text from the one
Martin K. Starr.
trivial, illustrates an OR type of
This massive Prentice-Hall work
originally preferred emerged
approach. Recently the writer of
presents both theoretical, philo
this article tentatively chose a new
as best. Although the weights
sophical analyses of decision mak
textbook. Before committing him
ing
and
OR
applications
in
pro
self, he constructed a “decision
assigned to each criterion
duction, marketing, and finance.
matrix” in which the alternatives
were changed in order to
Because of this functional organi
were evaluated against weighted
zation, some techniques are dem
criteria. (The criteria included
test the effect of changes in
onstrated in different contexts.
scope, readability, problems, etc.)
Different
versions
of
linear
pro
Such an exercise forces the deci
these values, the same book
sion maker to make the criteria and
graming, for example, appear in all
prevailed . . . even
their relative importance explicit
three functional areas as well as
in the theory sections. A large
and to adduce the relevant infor
elementary decisions where
number of OR methods are worked
mation.
Surprisingly, a different text
out
or
at
least
mentioned.
the choice appears to be
from the one originally preferred
As each new method is intro
obvious can often be
emerged as best. Thereupon the
duced, the book gives the necessary
background. Little is taken for
writer made a “sensitivity analysis.”
improved.
granted. A few pages with some
He altered the weights assigned to
each criterion in order to test the
what demanding material can be
omitted without loss of continuity.
effect of changes in these values.
Still, the same book prevailed. As
The explanations of mathematical
this experience illustrates, even ele
techniques are straightforward, and
mentary decisions where the choice
the careful reader will not lose his
seems to be obvious can often be
way.
improved.
The text expounds the accom
But an operations research model
plishments that are possible through
cannot always help the decision
the use of data, models, and or
maker to react constructively to
derly decision making. It does not
an unforeseen fundamental change.
neglect to treat the limitations of
It
so happened that the class was
OR and, indeed, human judgment.
cancelled. The only output of the
This material will enthrall the re
project was one not considered in
flective reader, but the escalation
the original matrix—this article.
of language may try his patience.
Management Services
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